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The Metaphysical Poets
About the beginning of the seventeenth century appeared a
race of writers that may be termed the metaphysical poets … who
were men of learning, and to show their learning was their whole
endeavour … The most heterogeneous ideas are yoked by violence
together; nature and art are ransacked for illustrations, comparisons,
and allusions; their learning instructs and their subtlety surprises;
but the reader, though he sometimes admires, is seldom pleased.
in the early twentieth century, when the
Metaphysicals came to be recognised as
daring, experimental poets, who blended
thought and feeling in an exciting way, a
way that was new to its own time, and
new once again in the modern age. In the
romantic era, Coleridge had complained
that Donne had ‘Wreathed iron pokers
into true-love knots.’
Donne’s poetry laid the ground rules
for Metaphysical verse, and the essence of
what he was trying to do was to find an
intellectual language that would link the
physical world with the abstract or spiritual
world. The method that he devised was to
force radically dissimilar ideas and images
together. A classic example is the poem

So wrote the great Doctor Johnson in
1779, and his words are still a valid
summary of what we understand by
‘the metaphysical poets’, led by John
Donne, and including George Herbert,
Richard Crashaw, Thomas Carew, and
Andrew Marvell. Johnson was using
the word metaphysical not in any strict
philosophical sense, but to indicate that
these poets explored subtle and complex
ideas and imagery. What has changed
since Johnson is his final judgement that
readers were not pleased by these poets:
at the time he was undoubtedly correct,
and for the next century and more, Donne
and his school were seen as difficult, cold,
unemotional writers. All that changed
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other characteristic of this verse is that
it usually remained unpublished in the
writer’s lifetime. Sometimes the poems
were circulated informally in manuscripts,
but for most of these writers poetry
remained a purely private activity, a
private exploration of their true inner
world, perhaps to be shared with friends,
then gathered and published after their
deaths. Donne’s poetry was published by
his son in 1633, two years after the poet’s
death. In the same year George Herbert,
who was also a priest, died and left his
manuscripts to a friend, with instructions
to burn them or publish as he thought fit.
Herbert described his poetry as ‘A picture
of the many spiritual conflicts that have
passed between God and my soul.’ The
carnality of Donne is absent, but Herbert
employs radically new images to record
the stages of his relationship to his God,
a relationship ranging from despair to
devotion, from rebellion to bliss. Henry
Vaughan wrote secular verse before
undergoing a religious conversion and
turning to devotional poetry full of images
of dawn, light, spring and regeneration.
Unusually, Vaughan’s work was published

‘The Flea’, where the writer complains
that his beloved will not consummate
their love; and yet, he argues, they are
already married, made one flesh, through
a flea which has bitten them both and
sucked their blood and thus mingled their
beings within his tiny body. The flea is not
an image in any normal poetic sense, but
a vehicle for subtle, intellectual argument.
It is as though Donne had decided to rewrite the conventional love poetry of the
Elizabethan songbird-poets, with their
emotive, rhetorical praise of feminine
beauty. Donne’s poetry was of two
distinct types: the carnal, intellectualised
love poetry written as a young man, and
the profound devotional verse, composed
after he had taken holy orders; yet here
too he employed intellectual imagery,
conceits, and paradox, as when he
proclaims that he can never be free until
God enthrals him, never chaste until God
ravishes him.
Carnal love and religious faith are
the two great themes of all metaphysical
verse, although usually they come from
different writers, not from one writer
with two distinct voices like Donne. The
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exile in Rome, becoming the only English
poet of the European Baroque school.
He wrote highly-coloured and crafted,
sumptuous, devotional poetry, evoking
the spiritual love of God through carnal
imagery. One of his contemporaries called
Crashaw ‘a very bird of paradise.’ Women
who wished to be taken seriously as
poets had a hard time in the seventeenth
century, but Katherine Philips succeeded
in establishing a reputation for wit
and learning in the metaphysical style,
combined with poetic grace. Known at
first only to a private circle of friends, her
works were published shortly before her
death in 1664. Francis Quarles added a
new dimension to poetry by illustrating his
work with ‘emblems’ – symbolic pictures
which drove home the message of each
poem through the use of visual codes. His
poetry is not exactly exalted, but through
these emblems he created for himself a
permanent niche in the history of English
verse.
The last Metaphysical was Andrew
Marvell, born only a few years after
Shakespeare’s death, and living well into
the Reformation era. He was a scholar,

in his own lifetime, while that of another
devotional poet, Thomas Traherne,
remained entirely unknown for two
centuries. When they were discovered, his
writings, radiant with visionary innocence
and intensity, were at first attributed to
Vaughan.
The carnality of Donne was taken
to extreme, sensual heights by Thomas
Carew, who wrote an elaborate and
adoring elegy on Donne, saying that he
had been ‘First Apollo’s priest then God’s.’
Carew was a scholar and diplomat,
a royalist and a great favourite in the
court of Charles I. His verse, published
posthumously, is witty, but less cerebral
than Donne’s, and full of polished
eroticism. Sir John Suckling and Richard
Lovelace were men of action: soldiers,
lovers, and poets who both blended
something of Donne’s intellectual wit with
the heroic sentiments of the Cavalier, and
with more conventional praises of the
beloved. Both had rather lurid reputations
as libertines.
Richard Crashaw was a unique figure:
born of a Puritan family, but became a
Roman Catholic, and lived in self-imposed
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different ways explored the boundaries
of the physical and the spiritual; but now
their works were condemned to sleep and
darkness, waiting to be awakened more
than two centuries later by a new age that
was ready for their subtlety and power.

diplomat and politician, and another who
wrote only for his private pleasure. After
his death his poems were published by
a woman who claimed to be his wife,
but whom everyone believed to be his
housekeeper and his mistress. In all of his
output there is just one perfect poem, ‘To
his Coy Mistress’, a love-persuasion poem
on the theme of carpe diem – ‘seize the
time’ or ‘Gather ye rosebuds while ye
may.’. One of the most famous poems
in the language, it is an irresistible blend
of music and thought, of sensuousness
and wit, of frivolity and seriousness. In
‘A Dialogue between the Soul and the
Body,’ Marvell wrote as Donne’s true heir,
and the culmination of the metaphysical
tradition; elsewhere he wrote gracefully
and with candid humour of the love he
felt for a twelve-year-old girl.
Marvell died in 1678, in the age
of Dryden and neo-classicism; spiritual
passion or reflection, dialogues between
soul and body, the application of the
intellect to love or to religious devotion,
were all now unwanted. The metaphysical
style had seen the flowering of half a
dozen poets of genius who had in their

Notes by Peter Whitfield
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John Donne, Andrew Marvell, George Herbert, Thomas Carew and
Henry Vaughan: these were some of the seventeenth-century writers
who devised a new form of poetry full of wit, intellect and grace,
which we now call Metaphysical poetry. They wrote about their
deepest religious feelings and their carnal pleasures in a way that
was radically new and challenging to their readers. Their work was
largely misunderstood or ignored for two centuries, until twentiethcentury critics rediscovered it, finding in it a deep originality and a
willingness to experiment that made much conventional poetry look
merely decorative. This collection provides the perfect introduction to
this diverse group of fascinating poets.
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